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As I write we are back in Africa for a fortnight, drought stricken Cape Town. It is good to be back.
We have learned to shower using less than a bucket of water each. Our reward? A day and night of heavy
showers and Robert Mugabe’s resignation. That he left office able to witness the all but universal rejoicing
at his fall, before decrepitude closes the final curtain on his faltering senses, is an added bonus.
Gateway to paradise
Cape Town’s great claw of a
peninsular, with its mountains, ocean and bays,
its climate, aromatic vegetation, wildlife,
history, cuisine, and teeming cosmopolitan
humanity has been the gateway to paradise
many times in both of our personal narratives.
For me in 1952 there was a brief, happy
stay on the way to Tristan da Cunha. In 1956
likewise, on our return voyage back to England
and Derbyshire for nine months. Then at the
end of the same year we arrived, yet again by
sea, to catch a train for the three day and night
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journey to life on a mission station in Rhodesia. In 1968 there was a brief stopover during a sea voyage from
Trieste, round the Cape to Beira in Mocambique. In 1982 my family and I spent three months happily stranded
in Cape Town during the Falklands conflict. The ship to St Helena, upon which we were booked, had been
requisitioned for the war effort and we awaited its tiny replacement. In 2000 there was yet another return on
the way back to Australia from three months in Scotland and in 2010 the city became our base for a nostalgic
return to Zimbabwe and Lesotho. Likewise in 2012 for a return to Tristan da Cunha.
Cape Town by sea was the gateway to happy years in Lesotho and St Helena for Diana well before
our marriage and thereafter to Zimbabwe and Tristan with me.
Capetown: the paradisal anteroom to a variety of paradises.
This late 2017 trip to the fairest of capes, which we refuse to consider our last, was to visit my sister
Sue and her husband Bob. The very best of company. We’ve eaten well, shared in the joys of their family and
friends, walked all around Muizenberg and along its splendid beach, scrambled up the Lion’s Head and
explored Cape Town itself, travelling on the noisy, vandalised and erratic trains. Passengers hang out of open
doors and squeeze between carriages in the fresh air. We have loved every minute. With Bob and Sue we
remembered, reminisced and recalled, and Sue plied me with theological questions during always vinous and
often hilarious evening conversations. I have found time to read Francis Spufford’s illuminating, divinely
written, recently published collection “True Stories and Other Essays”. Some of the essays and reviews are
to do with Christianity. He is one of the most eloquent and intelligent exponents of the eminently believable,
liberal version of our faith. I love both him and that faith.
Round and about
As a “House for Duty”
Priest my required three day’s work
a week remains interesting and
fulfilling. Because three days work
a week so easily expands to seven,
we take our full allocation of leave
each year to visit friends and
explore. Since last Christmas we
have meandered through France,
Spain and Portugal to the Algarve.
Along the way we stayed, wherever
possible, with friends. On the
Algarve for two weeks we shared
the home of Diana’s son in law
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Llew’s mother and her sister. A doughty, adventurous and fun-filled pair whose company we revelled in.
Throughout the year we regularly visit family in Wells, Cambridge, Haslemere and London. We have
visited the Lake District, Pembrokeshire and Yorkshire, dallying along the way.

In spite of a shared predilection for isolated islands we do not lead insular lives. Our spacious Vicarage
has provided hospitality to folk from Australia and America as well as from all over England.
We have been in Boldre for well over four years. In a few months time this, for me, will have been
longer than in the first three of the seven parishes in which I have ever priested. They have been especially
enjoyable years, for a variety of reasons.
For a start there is no material reason for being here. We can afford to be in full retirement, but choose
not to be. To be able, for the first time, to parish priest without one’s love of the faith and the faithful being
diluted by the need for a salary is liberating. It also helps to be settled in faith. A lifetime of thinking through
and articulating Christianity grants a certain confidence and clarity in commending and sharing it.
We feel deeply appreciated and valued in this lovely part of England, with a very beautiful church,
stimulating congregation, capacious vicarage and large and secluded garden
Diana with Michael had two children, giving us five grandchildren: ’Pula is the oldest. He is married to
Olga. They have two girls, Mariana (10) and Zoe (7) and live in Haslemere. Martha, his sister, is married to
Llew. They have three children: Max (13),’Bella (12) and Theo (3), and live near Wells in Somerset.
Andrew with Margaret had four children, giving us five grandchildren: Peter is the oldest and lives in
Tamworth New South Wales, Australia. David, the second, is married to Rachel. They have a son,Thomas
(3) and live in Cambridge. Elizabeth the third, is married to Nathan. They have four girls: Meg (9), Susan (8),
Hetty (5), and Josephine (1). They live in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia. Rachel, the fourth, lives in Putney.

Our families continue to flourish and prosper. Llew, Martha, Max, Bella and Theo are now well and
truly settled in West Horrington, just outside Wells in Somerset. To visit them is a pleasurable journey through
lovely countryside. Wells is the loveliest of cities, its cathedral incomparable. Diana makes the trip fairly
frequently for grandmotherly reasons. I too when possible. Llew remains a fully employed tree surgeon, but
has begun a three year course to become a professional counsellor. Martha has been studying and successfully
passing exams in a variety of healing and massaging techniques. She begins to build what looks like being a
very successful practice. She continues her bed and breakfast business.
’Pula, Olga, Mariana and Zoe are now thoroughly embedded in Haslemere. They have extended and
re-ordered their house. Freda their lively Labrador takes them on regular walks, helping to keep them all fit.
’Pula works in London. Olga is the head of art in a local prep school. The girls thrive at school.
Peter in Australia has returned to Tamworth and is employed once more by the New South Wales
government. We are beginning to plan next year’s holiday with him. Our intention is to meet him in Perth
where he’ll hand us his car, as he did in Darwin in 2016. We’ll cross Australia this time from west to east,
over the Nullabor, and then on to Tamworth. From there we will fly to Tasmania.
David, Rachel and Thomas remain in Cambridge. Their house overlooks lovely playing fields and is
adjacent to the riverside walk to Grantchester. Thomas is an increasingly articulate, laughing little lad. In
August we joined him and David on a brief camping trip in Wales, taking Theo along with us. Great fun. The
two boys, separated in age by only seventeen days, delighted in each other’s company. Most of the time.
Elizabeth, Nathan and their four girls have moved from Benalla in Victoria to Hobart in Tasmania.
Nathan has joined a very go ahead accountancy firm and loves it. Elizabeth assures me that Hobart is easily
as beautiful as Cape Town. We hope to find out if this is so next September. The two older girls have settled
into their new school very happily.
Rachel remains contented in London enjoying many friends and work at Church House, Westminster.
She lives in Putney and plays a full role in the life of All Saints, Fulham even preaching on occasions.
Diana and I remain blessed in our families, each other and our job, a much enjoyed joint enterprise.
We continue to laugh a lot. Our daily morning walk is followed by ruminative matins and the reading of a
poem. I unwind by doing most of the cooking, Diana all the washing up and together we happily tame the
garden. I have conquered insomnia entirely and completely with a Kindle. Whenever I wake up in the night,
I reach for it, prop it three inches from my myopic eyes and read. A couple of pages and I am back in
dreamland. The Kindle gently turns itself off and all is well. I am now reading in this spasmodic way A N
Wilson’s biography of Charles Darwin. Not at all reverential and all the better for that.
Have a blessed, awed and merry, merry Christmas. Much love from us both.
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